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Joe Biden
Top Bot Tweets based upon number of posts

In the last 3 months the top Bot has only 
mentioned Biden 491 times. With the top 6 bot 
accounts mentioning him a total of 1.6K times.



Donald Trump
Top Bot tweets based upon number of posts

The top Bot mentions both Biden and Trump as  
part of its tactic.

However, Trump is mentioned approximately 
7K more times by this same account. 



Joe Biden
Top influencers based upon number of posts

0 of the top 5 influencers for Biden in the last 3 
months based upon the number of posts are 
considered Bot accounts. 



Donald Trump
Top influencers based upon number of posts

2 out of the top 5 influencers for Trump in the 
last 3 months based upon the number of posts 
are considered Bot accounts.

These 2 accounts are responsible for 
approximately 40% of the number of posts in 
the top 5 of Trump’s influencers.



Highest Bot Engagement for Biden 

The highest engaged Tweet by a Bot 
involves picking a Vice President and 

comes from the same account that 
Trump’s most engaged tweet is from.

792 Retweets
1.9K Twitter Likes
2.6K Total Engagements



Highest Bot Engagement for Trump

The highest engaged tweet by a Bot 
involves Ivanka Trump and how she could 
be in serious legal trouble. It also comes 

from the account that has the 2nd highest 
amount of posts.

2.2K Retweets
6.3K Twitter Likes
8.5K Total Engagements



Overall Insights
○ Trump has significantly more engagement, potential reach, and mentions 

from Twitter election Bots as compared to Biden 

○ In the last 90 days, the top election Twitter Bot has approximately 491 
mentions of Biden, as compared to Trump with  approximately 7,600

○ 2 of the top 5 Twitter election influencers for Trump in the last 3 months are 
Bots

○ These 2 Bot accounts for Trump are responsible for ~40% of the Top 5 
Twitter tweet volume

○ The most engaged Bot election tweet for Trump has approximately 6k more 
consumer engagements than Biden’s most engaged Bot tweet


